RESEARCH PROPOSAL IDEAS
Best marketing lessons and causes of Apple’s Fanaticism
Is leadership a skill?
Is word of mouth marketing still the best form of marketing?
How Facebook can be good or bad for business
Employee loyalty: what pay to performance does for it?
Is local customization better than global standardization?
What are the pros and cons of external recruiting?
What are the pros and cons of internal promotions?
Should multinational companies have strong presence in
their countries too?
What makes an effective sales letter?
What are the tendencies in labor relation?
Globalization processes and e-businesses
What is leadership in the 21st century?
What makes leaders effective leaders?
What is diversity in organizational contexts?
What are corporate concerns in eliminating poverty?
Challenges of leaders
What are the current global business trends and how are
small businesses coping up?
Control group in nursing research: is it ethical?
Black women and discrimination
Women in the workplace
Is it good to share personal information online?
Cancer awareness or porn: sharing photos of mastectomy
patients on social media
Ways of educating the masses about AIDS

World overpopulation
Population aging
Bullying and the internet
Teen pregnancy
Gun violence in the campus
Abortion practices in the world
Personal communication and social media
Sex education: is it the role of parents?
Connectedness or isolation: the role of social media in
disconnecting personal relationships
Perceptions of truth and internet
How social media is decreasing real life communication?
Workplace and stereotypes
Age specific learning qualities
A look into interracial marriages
Lazy students and innovations
Cheating of online students and prevalence
Honesty in exams
Kids of interracial parents
Teacher’s confidence and ways it impacts learning
Bilingualism: is it needed?
Pros and cons of global citizenships
Modern schools and literary
Standardized tests
Education and motivation
Placebo treatment roles
Same sex couples and adoption
Modern education and Wikipedia
Homeschooling updates

How effective are standardized tests?
Animal testing and related issues
Medical marijuana roles
Life-sustaining therapy
Cow milk and health benefits and risks
How obesity kills
Are college graduates making more money than high school
graduates do?
Are doctors making their patients drug addicts?
More affordable education
Vaccination and kid’s health
Prevalence of overweight children in the US
Blind children and education
Contemporary teaching methods
School and social media
Reducing global warming
Man’s impact on natural resources
Earthquake’s underground effects – an analysis
Teaching in the future and modern technologies
Lesson planning and role of technology
GMO food – how dangerous
Beauty standards and beauty contests
Nuclear power and humans
Should adults have the right to carry a gun?
Should gun laws be enacted
How video games influence the youth
TV programming - what shows should be banned?
How to save trees by stopping wasting papers
Wars and security

How to predict hurricane impacts
Newspapers will be replaced by online news sources
How to stop ethic killings
Fake moral standards and the media
Behavioral patterns and how to forecast them
Mental breakdown – how to deal with it
Child violence management
How dreams influence our moods
Classical music and the brain
How insomnia is affecting our health
How harmful is stress?
How possible is being intellectually gifted
How depression is affecting our health?
Artificial intelligence and the future of computing
People and their interaction with wild animals
Fossil fuel: Can it be replaced by alternative energy sources?
Where racial discrimination originated?
Identity theft and bitcoins
Cultural achievement of the 21st century
Cultural revolutions

